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-excessive crud deposition. Astheicensee -event report.(LER 50-458199-016-00) indicated, the
iu^ cght c,ycleo

occurrence of this event was junusual-and only happened onceowig thc
fij

b ap~ific plrt.The NRC staff has not found any other nuclear power p!ants .that

experienced this unusually heavy crud formation. Although a thin oxidation layer appears in
almost every operating reactor, the staff considers heavy crud build .up tobe extremely rare.
Therefore, the probability of a'large break LOCA-occurringkwhile some of the .hI ghpower,
bundles;have severe crud deposition is lower than that:of atdesign:basis accident.-

2.
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The .petitioner contended that Ifa fast moving LOCA had occurred with severe
:.-.crud deposited on6some highpowerbudle-,extensve'blockage,ofhe flow

.channels within -thefuelbundles -would1like y havetdeveloped.:i,n addition, be
A gdlhat during ,a9 lowdown, the redistrbution of crudinto any or,all of severil

restrictedchannelswould resuliin substantial flow blockage. Jh petitioner
-postulated:thattherud would break off during a LOCA to form a blockage,et the
down stream grid locations.

-

--..--

-.-.-.

The operating experience. riative to sgnificant crud deposits has, been that the
observed crud is powdery or fluffy. -luring alarge-break LOCA,-even lAhevpressure wave
breaks off some of the crud, only small solid particles are expected.to be carried downstreaM.
No tdata -wasprovided in the petition to supportthe.petitioner'sargument for crud blockage.
The NRC also -reviewed records of licensee event reports and found no test data or documents
supporting the assumption that, Ina-LWR, the crud mIght break.off and.form a flow blockage.
believ that-the petftioner's concems about the flow blockage due
Therefore, the NRC %.ee-at
to crud are supported -bytechnical or sclentific data..
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The petitionerargtued that with the degradation of core cooling due to the crud,

3.

there would likely have been a rapid deterioration of defense in depth. The
petitoner efed that

severe crud existed withih the fuel bundles, the crud

a loss of cooling vith consequent overheatfng of zirconium and

could lead

rapid autocatalyffc zirconium-water reactions of the fuel cladding.

The NRC agrees that heavy crud could cause higher-than-normal fuel cladding
temperatures due to thiadditional heat transfer resistance during normal operation and
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ditioaae of material would also-iorm-a: shleld.betweenb cooaind the

-cladding matrial thatwould reduce the metal-water reaction ,ate. -Shouldthe metal-water
reaction occur, the steam from the coolant stream would need to overcome the additional mass

transfer-resistance of the crud layer Inorder to reach-the cladding,-and the resulting hydrogen
generated at the cladding surface would need -to diffuse -outward through the crud. Therefore,
compared to a bare metal surface at the same temperature, a fuel Tod with a ayer of crud
would be expected to have a reduced metal-water reaction rate, thus reducing the additional
heat generated by the metal-water reaction. -t-would beinappropriate to consider only the
additional heat transfer resistance and assume zero reducfion of the metal-water reacfion rate.
Some locations where the crud has cracks would not see the reduction of the metal-water
.reaction. However, at these'locations, It Isexpected that.the steam would directly cool the bare
metal surface and form a colder surface region before^the temperature rose high enough to
trigger the metal-water reaction. 4e(
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The petitioner.asserted that .10 CFR.50.46,does not address the impact of crud
ion core cooling during the:large-break LOCA.

'Section.50.46 (b)(4),4ewJprovides:a,requirement regarding the cooling of the core.
This.section states: "Calculated changes-in core geometry'shallbe.such that the core remains
-amenable to cooling". In addition, Section l.C.3 of Appendix K to Part 50 states: 'The following
effects shall be taken into account in the conservation of momentum*euation:...(3) area
-change momentum flux...(6) pressure loss resulting irom areazhange..2. I'Many phenomena

andmechanisms may cause a changein. ore.geometry (e.g, he rod ballooning effect, ermal
-expansion, crud buildup). 'TM.4

Is.necessary for-the regulation to

explicitly Include all the possible'methanisms causing a :change incore .:geometry.

Although the scenario of alarge break LOCA.coinciding with heavy crud formation;is
considered a-lowprobdbilt event,-NRG's.Standard ReviewPlan.(SRP..)or EGCS has already
'defined detalled;requirements to monitor.the.effectof crud deposits.: The SRP outlines a
' mprehensive set of acceptance criteria that serve to demonstrate compliance,wlthregulatory
requirements. Three acceptance criteriathat specifically address-the impact .of-fuel crud
deposits are provided.below:

.,

SRP.Section 4.2 FuehSystem Design,. Acceptance Criterion ll.A.1.(d)

"Oxidation, hydriding, and the buildup of corrosion products (crud) should be limited.
Allowable -oxidation,fhydriding, and crud levels should be discussed Inthe Safet,y
Analysis Report.and.showntobe acceptable. Theselevels should be presumed to exist
in paragraphs (a)and (b)above."

-13SRP Section 4.4 Thermal And Hydraulic Design :(l. Acceptance Criteria)

"8. The effects of crud should be accounted for in the thermal-hydraulic design by
including it in the CHF calculations.in the core or in the pressure drop throughout the
RCS. Process monitoring provisions shouldassure the capability for.detection of a
three percent ropirthe reactor coolant flow. The flow should be monitored every
:2s4
ors."'.
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SRP.Sectlon 4.4 Thermal And HydraulicDesign (llI. Review Procedures)

be -reviewer. ensuresithat.adequate' accountils'taken-of the effect-of crud In the primary
jcoolant system 'such as r the calculation of CHFin the.core, heat.transferinthe steam
g-enerators,andpressure-drop throughoutthe RCS.'..

i

'he NRC;staff tbeieves1hat these uidelines adequately address the Impacts of fuel
crud on normal reactor operation and ECCS perfotmance..durlng'a large break LOCA.

lnaddition,4Hheli;&Cbe4ve thatthe nuclear industry .has strong Incentives to control
-'crud bUildup. Excessive crud formation could lead to operation at reduced power levels,or even
- shiUtdown tf.coclarit-activity levels (suspended activated corrosion products) were to exceed
technical specIfications.

'sei"Wer

. Activated crud:deposition throughout

plant systemsincreases Idoserate levelshat would result in costly Increases in worker
-radiation doses. The -Industry'is required to demonstrate efforts-to maintain occupational doses
-..
.
~~~~~~).Te.Rb
optiizin
as -low asis masonaby ;achievable (ALARA). The NRC believes that Incentives for.optimizing
power output and mirImizing occupational doses are'stron,g. Tz.-i

s4 a warftlhe-WEPRI

-water.chemistry uidelines tat the industry follows provide effective methods to control-crud

-15around the damaged fuel bundles after the high off-gas system.activity reading was observed
even though the activity levels were below.-the technical specifications limit. Therefore,
.observed practice shows that fuel cladding damage due to excess crud formation is:readily
detectable during normal operation, and effective mitigation measures have been taken by
operators.

U 'tJnder
conditions where heavy crud deposition occurs, ,uel damage couid eventually
lead to cladding cracks or ballooning effects. The crud layer may then break off and fuel,pellets
.will be cooled directly by the water, thus lowering the cladding temperature. .Although the
elevaed cladding temperature could theoretically..tggera. metal-water reaction in a very limited
!rea of theluel cladding,'the crud also shleldsihe cladding from the water and-causes.,
osignificant resistancerto the metal-watetreaction. &The NRC doD _
petitiorer's-concern about

ehepeiliie

e.thathe:-,

.autocatalyt c zirconium-waterdreactions Is valid.
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deposition continues. Operating experience taszshown that lfa reactor=operates continuously
under-heavy crud conditions, the'cladding damagewlI result in.higher off-gas acvityreadings
-that are quicly noted by the plant operators. It is highly unlikely that the oft-gas activity would
'remain undetected by plant operators. 'Receit op,erating experience at-plants .w

leaking fuel

;demonstrates that plant operators quickly take action to suppress fuel leaks, and In many
cases, shutdown'the reactor to inspect and rplace.leaking fuel.

inally, crud formation-is one of many items which are 'required to be considered for
both LOCA-and transient safety analyses, and existing regulations and the tNRC Standard
'Review Plan ilready provide adequate guidance on addressing the impact of crud on plant
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NRC Strategic Performance Goals
The NRC has evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of the rulemaking
*requested by thepetit6nerwith respectto-the four NRC Strategic Performance Goals as
fiollows:

1. iaint inlnoSifetv: The NRC believesthat the'requestedrnemaking.would .not
make a significantdontributlon tormaintalnlng -safety because .current regulatons and-regulatory
guidance alreadyiaddressthe .effect of crud-related parameters on core-cooling, because no
-existirg data-su gests Ihatthe amountof crud normally deposited on reactor fuel can . .
significantly Interfere with coolant flow, and because the probable cause of the single event at
River Bend Station notedby the. petitioner,namety atranslent-coolant chemistry excursion with
high'Iron and copper ievels, Isknownand has been corrected. .The'NRC believes:that existing
regulations, guidance and practices provide- formonitoring,-detecting and correcting any.
* possible crud effects-on core cooling before any signlficant-safety problems -could occur.
'2. Enhancina Public-Confidence:. The.proposed revisions -would not enhance public
-confidence. 'irst, the NRC has concluded.that the.petitioneess contentions lack an .adequate
technical basis. Second, current regulations and guldance-already address the effects of
normal crud accumuiation on core cooling. The pefitionees request Ineffect would require that
substantial, additional consideration be iven to abnormally heavy accumulations of crud as a
.potential sou'rce -of coolant flow obstruction, which is a condition that has never been.observed.
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and the NRC would need to evaluate AheJicensee's data.and analysis.- ;.The-NRC staff believes
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Iicenseeburdenbqung signIcant additional tesing and;analysis of ECCS-effectveness.

'Reasons for Denial
The Commission is denying the,petitions for,rulemakin
lm-kl-g.

Section
,.

.,

FR 0.46 alread
.

vray

-requires a inuclearpowerplant applicanVlicensee.to address the irnacts of the core.geometry
change on cooling InEOCS analyses.

d1he-de
pat4ea of this requirement has been

documented Inthe Commission's Standard Review Plan, which specifically addresses the
potential buildup of crud ard its
efetssfoEECCSCannlyses and transient analyses. *He-

levnabie. The petitioner's hypothetical discussion of fuel clad performance with severe levels
' of crud buildup was not supported by modeling, experimental.results or operational data
sufficient to demonstrate that fuel with high crud levels will actually behave inthe manner

6 -:

-18postulated by the petitioner. The NRC.believes that there-are other.phenomena.the..petitioner
failed to consider that would tend to reduce metal-water reactions and counteract.autocatalytic
reactions even Hthe extreme conditions postulated by the.petitioner could be reached. The
operaing excperience at several nuclear powerplants that have experienced fuel fallures shows
that fuel degradation has.progressed In a marner which is controllable, The event (River.Bend)
identified -by thepetitioier as evidence of the'likelihoodof.high crud levels occurred. only once
atithat piant ald has not"been repeated there, or at any other .plant In -thelUnited .States.-.;.
Finally, technical spedificaflons lorTnonitoring-of reactor coolantactivity and the requirements In
-10CFR art 20.tomaintaln occuptional exposures as low as,reasonably achievable.X(ALARA)
'have

resuted Ilicensee opera:io

practicesforarlyidentifcaon'of coolant activi

ncrease

due to crjd deposits.tefore theybuild .totheleveis.postulated1 yhe. etitioner. The.
Commission doc n

'l'i.'that

the petitioner's hypothetical discussion of a mechanism.

preventing early detection of abnormal acivty...Ieves,sIredible.

Forthese reasons,,the

-Commission has determined that the petitioners.contentions have notbeen substantiated.

-For these reasons, the Commission denies PRM-50-73 and PRM-50-73A.

Dated at RockVille, Mariland, this '____ day of

______,

2003.

-FOR THE NUCLEAR'IEGULLATORYCOMMISSION

Annette ieti-Cok
the Commision,
'Secretary.of
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[7590-01-P]
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
10CFR Part50

-

[Docket Nos. PRM-50-73 and PRM-50-73A]
Mr. Robert H. Leyse; Denial of Petition for Rulemaing

AGENCY: Nudear Regulatory Commission.
ACTiON: Denial of petition for rulemaking.
SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is denying two related petitions for
rulemaking submitted by Mr. Robert H. Leyse (PRM-50-73 and PRM-50-73A). The petitioner
requested that the NRC revise ts regulations at 10 CFR Part 50.46, Acceptance criteria for
emergency core cooling systems for light-water nuclear power reactors,' and Appendix K to
Part 50, ECCS Evaluation models.w The petitoner contends that these regulations are
inadequate because they do not address the effect of crud on the cooling of the reactor core
under the turbulent coolant flow conditions of a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA), and during

normal operations. Crud Is a colloquial term for corrosion and wear products (rust particies,
etc.) that become radioactive (i.e., activated) when exposed to neutron Irradiation. The
petitioner states that crud buildup during normal operations and its detachment and
resuspension during a LOCA could obstruct flow of coolant, resulUng in nadequate cooling and
ultimately leading to meltu

. *naddi;on, the petitioner requested that the NRC amend its

regulations to include comparisons to appicable experimental data that address the impact of
crud deposits on the ability to cool fuel rods.

*

~
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ADDRESSES: Copies of the petitions for rulemaing, the public comments received, and the
NRC's letter of denial to the petitioner may be examined, andVor copied for a fee, at the NRC's
Public Document Room, located at One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Public File
Area 01 F21, Rockville, Maryland. These documents are also available electronically'at the
NRC's Public Electronic Reading Room on the Intemet at httv:/www.nrc.gaov/readinqrm/adams.html. From this site, the public can gain entry Into the NRC's Agencywide Document
Access and Management System (ADAMS), which provides text and Image files of NRC's
public documents. For further nformation contact the PDR reference staff at 1(800) 387-4209,
(301) 415-4737 or by e-mail to odr@nrc.pov.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Alan K Roecklein, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001, telephone
(301)-415-3883, e-mail akr@nrc.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Background
Section 50.46 specifies the performance criteria against which the emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) must be evaluated. Appendix K to Part 50 provides the required and
acceptable features of ECCS evaluation models. The cuiteria are pak cladding temperature

that cannot be exceeded,
hydrogen generation, qr

2e
)

maximum cladding oxidation thickness%he maximum total
dn&- R

assurf a core geometry that can be coole4 and

abundant long term cooling. The regulations also state that assessments of cooling
performance following postulated LOCAs must be calculated In accordance with an acceptable

-4-

refueling, extensive blockage of flow channels within the fuel bundles would have developed,
leading to a degradation of core cooling and compromising defense-in-depth. The petittoner
further stated that significant crud deposits could lead to an extensive fuel failure during fullpower operation and that the amount of failed fuel would then lead to a decision to shut down
the reactor as the inventory of radioactive material In the reactor coolant reached the limits
allowed by the technical specifications.

PRM-50-73A
The petitioner stated that §50.46 and Appendix K to Part 50 do not address the Impact
of severe crud deposits on fuel bundle cooling during normal operations ef -Iglt water eeeAe
re=tortor. The petioner stated that a licensed power reactor had operated with
unusually heavy crud deposits which, had they been allowed to build, would likely have blocked
flow channels, interfered with core cooling and led to significant damage to structural
components of the core. The petitioner requested that §50.46 and Appendix K be revised to
include consideration of the impact of crud deposits on fuel bundles during normal operations.

Public Comments on the Petfflons

PRM-50-73
The five letters of public comment received were opposed to this petition. Framatome
,

-,.PJMrw

'e,,eL,r

ANPldid not agree

acrud would collect within the core as the petitioner suggested, nor that ft I

would pose blockage problems. Framatome discussed the effects of crud for the sections of
the regulations addressed by the petition, and stated that for each secton, the effects of crud
are adequately addressed. In Framatome's experence, typical crud formed on the surface of
fuel cladding does not have the consistency to create coolant flow blockage during either

normal operation or blowdown (i.e., a LOCA). Framatome ANP stated that thermal transients in
the cladding and movement resulting from strain might promote crud breakoff from the dadding
but would produce small pieces that would be further broken down by the turbulence and
velocity of the blowdown flow rates.

Exelon Nucleaktated that the petitioners requested action was not necessary because
i

-

10 CFR 50.46 already requires that the cooling performance of the ECCS following postulated
LOCAs meet certain acceptance criteria. Exelon stated that NRC regulatory guidance and
approved ECCS evaluation models already address crud and other phenomena that could
potentially Impact performance relative to the acceptance criteria. Furthermore, Exelon Nuclear
stated that t and its predecessors have over 30 years of experience In monitoring fuel
performance in numerous nuclear power plants (NPPs) and that they have dentified only one
cycle, Inone unit, with crud Induced failu s. Exelon further stated that corrective actions taken
after those observed failures have resulted Inno further failures due to crud at this or any other
Exelon unit. In Exelon's experience, crud is powdery, and Its characteristics, in terms of size or
strength, Indicate that t would not block the coolant flow channels and lead to fuel failures.

In general, Exelon asserted, industry experience related to significant crud deposits has
been that they are Isolated cases, and that after extensive root cause evaluations, effective
correcve actons have prevented recurrence. Exelon also stated that crud deposits are
effectively controlled through the use of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Chemistry
Guidelines.
,a
AI
'
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Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC, opposed the petition based on its extensive
poolside and laboratory examinations of crud deposits on fuel rods used in pressurzed-water

(!b- 133

-6reactors (PWRO, Including cases Inwhich abnormally high levels of crud could be detected
during normal operation. Its results showed that It would be virtually impossible for any
significant amount of the crud to contribute to flow blockage in the event of a large-break
LOCA. Westinghouse also stated that most of any crud released would become suspended
partdces that would not affect core coolant flow. In one cited case, a water chemistry change
resulted In a sudden release of all the accumulated crud in the core. A very small change in
reactor coolant flow was observed as a result of this release.

GE Nuclear Energyopposed the proposed change on the basis that the event described
In the petiton was a unique event, not typical of crud buildup In boiling water reactors (BWRs).
Even with that unusual buildup bhe core remained in a configuration that could be cooled
throughout the cycle and would have remained In a configuration that could be cooled in the
event of a LOCA. GE also stated that e safety evaluation conceming this event showed that,
even wifth crud deposition, there would be substantial margin to the 2200 F peak cladding
temperature acceptance crterion specified by 10 CFR 50.46.

The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), an Industry group representing all U.S. commercial
nuclear power plants, plant designers, architect/engineering firms, and fuel cycle facilities,
opposed the petition. NEI stated that exdsting NRC regulations establish performance criteria
for maintaining core cooling and specify realistic ECCS evaluation models that address
potential impacts on these performance measures. NEI stated that numerous thermal-hydraulic
phenomena are addressed In the technical evaluation models. However, the regulations are
not overly prescriptive In terms of phenomena to be addressed, which allows for advances in
the technical database and updating of the evaluation procedures without the need for

F
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rulemaking. Fuel performance and other performance measures are monitored routnely to
ensure that core evaluation models accurately reflect real conditions.

NEI stated that considerable data has been accumulated on crud deposits and their.
Impact on coolant flow properties. The data do not support the postulated existence of
characteristics that might lead to a substantial blockage of flow. NEI believes that the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K provide an adequate mechanism for ensuring that
coolant flow and fuel performance are thoroughly monitored and maintained.

PRM 50-73A
In addition to his petition (PRM-50-73) regarding the effect of crud on reactor cooling
during a LOCA, the petitioner submitted a supplemental petition for rulemaking, PRM-50-73A.
The supplemental petition stated that §50.46 and Appendix K to Part 50 do not address the
Impact of severe crud deposits on fuel bundle cooling during normal perations ef
cooed- ronctor at pow.

qaight-waer-

The petitioner stated that a licensed power reactor had operated with

unusually heavy crud deposits, which, had they been allowed to build, would likely have blocked
flow channels, Interfered with core cooling, and led to significant damage to structural
components of the core. The petitioner requested that §50.46 and Appendix K be revised to
consider the impact of crud deposits on fuel bundles during normal operations.

Of the seven letters of public comment received In response to PRM-50-73A, two were
submitted by the petitioner, and provided additional information and related technical support
for his assertions in PRM-50-73 and PRM-50-73A. The other five letters opposed the request
for rulemaking as-disetssed In PRM-50-73A.

*
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NEI noted that It had commented on the Initial PRM-50-73 and provided a copy of the
initial NEI comment letter. With respect to the changes to the regulations for nornal operating
conditions requested in this supplemental petition, NEI stated that the changes are not needed.
In NEI's view the NRC Standard Review Plan (SRP) specifies a comprehensive set of
acceptance criteria that specifically address the impact of fuel crud deposits and ensure that
fuel design limits are not exceeded during any conditions of normal operation, Including the
effects of anticipated operational occurrences. NEI stated that any accumulation of crud that
Interfered with coolant flow would be detected quickly by pressure drop monitoring throughout
the reactor cooling system.

A consortium of nuclear power plants, Strategic Teaming and Resource Sharing
(STARS), supported the arguments against the petition presented by NEI and Istated that
STARS opposed the subject petition. STARS stated that chemistry controls and core design
constraints are in place to reduce susceptibility to heavy crud deposition and that during
operation, chemistry indicators and core power measurements are evaluated continuously for
evidence of heavy crud deposition or movement. STARS also stated that visual inspections of
fuel assemblies during refueling have found no evidence of heavy crud deposits. STARS oes
not believe that nuclear safety wig be enhanced by adopting the requested rulemaking.

GE Nuclear Energy stated Fat the supplemental petition for rulemaking held no
technical merit GE stated that the requested revision of the ECCS evaluation basis and criteria
is based on a single event that occurred at one plant during one cycle of operation; that the
unique condition of heavy crud buildup has occurred only once In over 1,000 reactor years of
BWR operation, and the postulated scenario (rapid and uncontrollable fuel and core melt) is not
a credible scenario as shown by the damage characteristics observed for the cited event; and
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that the postulated inability to effectively detect and mitigate the occurrence of a heavy-crudinduced fuel damage condition during normal operation is Invalid, as was adequately shown by
the responsible and effectve actions taken by the affected plant

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA%';tated that the requested revisions In the
supplemental petition are unnecessary because current regulations adequately address the
impact of fuel crud deposits on the cooling of nuclear fuel during normal reactor operations. In
addition, TVA supported the comments submitted by NEI.

Westinghouse Electric Company had opcri th In' !
se 6,ada

opposed the a6tion requested Inthis cuppleme.,g

lV~g~e~e statedhat the postulated scenario leading to rapid core melting Is completely
speculative and is not supported by ay technical or scientific data. Westinghouse also noted
that the regulations recommended for modification in PRM-50-73A are not related to normal
operating conditions, but rather apply to LOCAs.

NRC Technical Evaluation
The NRC reviewed each of the pettioner's claims and provides the following analysis.

1.

The petitioner stated that a licensed power reactor operated with unusually
heavy crud deposits on many of the fuel rods, which could lead to restricted
coolant flow and ultimate core meltdown.

The event referred to by the petitioner occurred at the River Bend Station in 1999. A
coolant chemistry excursion occurred with relatively high iron and copper levels, leading to
)

,\4

-10excessive crud deposition. As the licensee event report (LER 50-458/99-016-00) Indicated, the
occurrvnce of this event was unusual and only happened once during.the previous eight cycles
for this specific plant. The NRC staff has not found any.other nuclear power plants that
experienced this unusually heavy crud formation. Although a thin oxidation layer appears In
almost every operating reactor, the staff considers heavy crud build up to be extremely rare.
Therefore, the probability of a large break LOCA occurring while some of the high power

..Q,] bundles have severe crud deposition ls"iower than that Of 2
2.

l

The petitioner contended that f a fast moving LOCA had occurred with severe
crud deposited on some high powerlbundles, extensive blockage of the flow

|

channels within the fuel bundles would likely have developed. In addition, he
argued that during a blowdown, the redistribution of crud Into any or all of several
restricted channels would result in substantial flow blockage. The petitioner
postulated that the crud would break off during a LOCA to form a blockage at the
down strearmfbrid locations.

I

The operating experience relative to significant crud deposits has been that the
observed crud is powdery or fluffy. uring a large-break LOCA, even If thepFesmte-weve
broa

some-"

=crudonly small solid particies are expected to be carded downstream.

No data was provided in the petition to support the petitoner's argument for crud blockage.
The NRC also reviewed records of licensee event reports and found no test data or documents
supporting the assumption that,niR, the crud might break off and form a flow blockage.
Therefore, the NRC does not believe that the petitioner's corcems about the flow blockage due
to crud are supported by technical or scientific data.

2
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petitioner argued that f severe crud existed within the fuel bundles, the crud
could lead to a loss of cooling with consequent overheating of zirconium and
rapid autocatalytic zirconium-water reactions of the fuel cladding.

The NRC agrees that heavy crud could cause higher-than-normal fuel cladding
temperatures due to the additional heat transfer resistance during norrnal operation and
postulated accidents. In particular, the porous forn of crud could function as
ei.

additic*4;ei

, ba_i1 r between the zirconium cladding and the coolant. But the NRC does not
;,

believe that the petioner's concem about the possibility of autocatalytic zirconium-water
reactions Isvalid. However, f the metal-water reaction Is assumed to occur, the NRC believes
that this additional layer of material would also form a shield between the coolant and the
cladding material that would reduce the metal-water reaction rate. Should the metal-water
reaction occur, the steam from the coolant stream would need to
bt

__ l

_fes4W&hGg;6Fthe
tF
crud layer in order to reach the cladding, and the resulting hydrogen

generated at the cladding surface would need to droe outward through the crud. Therefore,
compared to a bare metal surface at the same temperature, a fuel rod with a layer of crud
would be expected to have a reduced metal-water reaction rate, thus reducing the additional
heat generated by the metal-water reaction. It would be inappropriate to consider only the
additional heat transfer resistance and assume zero reduction of the metal-water reaction rate.
Some locations where the crud has cracks would not see the reduction of the metal-water
reaction. However, at these locations, it Is expected that the steam would directly cool the bare
metal surface and form a colder surface region before the temperature rose high enough to
trigger the metal-water reaction.

- >,A0I-
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The petitioner asserted that 10 CFR 50.46 does not address the Impact of crud
on core cooling during the arge-break LOCA.

Section 50.46 (b)(4), 4w'er, proides a requirement regarding the cooling of the core.
This section states: 'Calculated changes in core geometry shall be such that the core remains
amenable to cooling'. In addition, Section .C.3 of Appendix Kto Part 50 states: The following
effects shall be taken Into account in the conservation of momentum equation:...(3) area
change momentum flux...(6) pressure loss resulting from area change...'. Many phenomena
and mechanisms may cause a change in core geometry (e.g, the rod ballooning effect, thermal
expansion, crud buildup). The NRC does not believe that it is necessary for the regulation to
explicity include all the possiblee mechanisms causing a change in core geometry.

Although the scenario of a large break LOCA coinciding with heavy crud formation Is
considered a low probability event, NRC's Standard Review Plan (SRP) for ECCS has already
defined detailed requirements to monitor the effect of crud deposits. The SRP outlines a
comprehensive set of acceptance criteria that serve to demonstrate compliance with regulatory
requirements. Three acceptance criteria that specifically address the impact of fuel crud
deposits are provided below:

SRP Section 4.2 Fuel System Design, Acceptance Criterion lI.A.1.(d)

"Oxidation, hyddding, and the buildup of corrosion products (crud) should be limited.
Allowable oxidation, hydriding, and crud levels should be discussed Inthe Safety
Analysis Report and shown to be acceptable.
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-13SRP Secton 4.4 Thermal And Hydraulic Design (11. Acceptance Criteria)

m8. The effects of crud should be accounted for Inthe thermal-hydraulic design by
including it in the CHF calculations in the core or In the pressure drop throughout.the
RCS. Process monitong provisions should assure the capability for detection of a

/

three percent drop in the reactor coolant flow. The flow should be monitored every
24 hours.'

SRP Section 4.4 Thermal And Hydraulic Design (111. Review Procedures)

'The reviewer ensures tat adequate account is taken of the effect of crud in the primary
coolant system, such as Inthe calculation of CHF in the core, heat transfer in the steam
generators, and pressure drop throughout the RCS."

The NRC staff believes that these guidelines adequately address the impacts of fuel
crud on normal reactor operation and ECCS performance during a large break LOCA.

f

In additon, the NRC believes that the nuclear industr;h&s strong ncentves to control
crud buildup. Excessive crud formation could lead to operation at reduced power levels or even
shutdown f coolant actMty levels (suspended activated corrosion products) were to exceed
technical specifications. Reduced gi4 power Is costly. Actvated crud deposition throughout
plant systems Increases dosearat6eveft that weS result in costly Increases in worker
rdo6-iwdoses he industry is required to demonstrate efforts to maintain occupational doses
as low as s reasonably achievable (ALARA). The NRC believes that incentives for optimizing
power output and minimizing occupabonal doses are strong. The NRC is aware that the EPRI
water chemistry guidelines that the industry follows provide effectve methods to control crud

I

-14formation and buildup. Occupational doses over the past fifteen years have declined, and
sustained power output levels have Increased, suggesting that crud control incentives and
methods are effective.

5.

In PRM-50-73A, the petitioner contended that if the deposits continued to build
during normal reactor operation, a severe crud buildup might form. Blockage of
the flow within the fuel bundles would likely develop and overheating of the
cladding would trigger an autocatalytrconium-water reaon. Subsequently,
the petitioner stated that buildup could nitiate substantial and rapid localized
core melting while the

MR Is at (full) power. Further, the petitoner contended

that atWR maybe operated within ts licensing basis and the technical

1

specifications during the transition from unusually heavy crud to severe crud.
The petitioner made a hypothesis that the increase of the off-gas system acthity
would not be regarded asan indicator of a possible heavy crud deposition and,
therefore, the plant would continue to operate until the transition from heavy crud
deposition to a severe level occurs.

Crud build-up Is generally a very slow process. With tW water chemistry control, the
transition time from heavy crud to severe crud deposition will be on the order of weeks. Even
before the formation of a heavy crud layer, the elevated cladding temperature due to crud can
cause crud-assisted corrosion which usually results In pin-hole type fuel cladding damage. The
longer the rod experiences the elevated temperature caused by the crud, the more damage to
the fuel rod cladding would occur. With only a few fuel rods damaged, the off-gas activity would
increase. Abnormally high activity readings in the off-as system require operators to take
action to mitigate fuel cladding damage. In several cases at different operaftng reactors, the
operators were able to adjust the control rod pattern to lower the local power peaking factor

6- 3D,
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-16safety. The NRC believes that the requested regulatory change s of marginal safety value and
will cause additional and unnecessary NRC and licensee resource expenditure. NRC resources
required to Issue the rule would-be significant with ittle return of value.

NRC Strategic PerFormance Goals
The NRC has evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of the rulemaking
requested by the petitioner with respect to the four NRC-Strategic Performance Goals as
fbllows:

1. Maintaining Safetv. The NRC believes that the requested rulemaking would not
make a significant contribution to maintaining safety because current regulations and regulatory
guidance already address the effect of crud-related parameters on core cooling, because no
existing data suggests that the amount of crud nornally deposited on reactor fuel can
significantly interfere with coolant flow, ard because the probable cause of the single event at
River Bend Station noted by the petitioner, namely a transient coolant chemistry excursion with
high Iron and copper levels, is known and has been corrected. The NRC believes that existing
regulations, guidance and practices provide for monitoring, detecting and correcting any
possible crud effects on core cooling before any signfficant safety problems could occur.

2. Enhancinq Public Confidence: Th4roposed revisions would not enhance public
confidence. First, the NRC has concluded that the petitioners contentions lack an adequate
technical basis. Second, current regulations and guidance already address the effects of
normal crud accumulation on core cooling. The petiioners request in effect would require that
substantal, additonal consideraton be given to abnormally heavy accumulations of crud as a
potential source of coolant flow obstruction, which is a condition that has never been observed.
The NRC does not believe that such unnecessary and costly regulatory action to address a

Mi,130

-17non-safety significant Issue, without technical justification, would enhance public confidence In
the safety of nuclear power.

3. moroving Efficiency. Effectiveness, and Realism: The proposed revisions would
decrease efficiency, effectiveness, and realism because licensees would be required to
generate additional Information as part of the development of their ECCS evaluation models
and the NRC would need to evaluate the licensee's data and analysfs. The NRC staff believes
that this additional consideration Is of marginal safety value because the petitioners scenarios
are not supported by a technical basis. The additional NRC staff and icensee effort would not
Improve effciency or effectiveness. In addition, the NRC resources expended to promulgate
the rule and supporting regulatgry guidance would be significant with little return of value.

4. Reducing Unnecessary Regulatorv Burden: The requested rule would Increase
licensee burden by requiring significant additional testing and analysis of ECCS effectiveness
with little expected benefit.

Reasons for Deniat
The Commission is denying the petitions for rulemaking.

9

10 CFR 50.46 already

requires a nuclear power plant applicanticensee to address the impacts of the core geometry
change on cooling In ECCS analyses. The detailed interpretation of this requirement has been
documented in the Commission's Standard Review Plan, which specifically addresses the
potential buildup of crud and its effects for ECCS analyses and transient analyses. The
Commission does not believe that crud buildup to the levels postulated by the petitioner are
reasonable. The pettioner's hypothetical discussion of fuel clad performance with severe levels
of crud buildup was not supported by modeling, experimental results or operational data
sufficient to demonstrate that fuel with high crud levels will actually behave in the manner
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-18postulated by the pettioner. The NRC believes that there are other phenomena the petitioner
failed to consider that would tend to reduce metal-water reactions and counteract autocatalytic
reactions even f the extreme conditions postulated by the petiloner could be reached. The
operating experience at several nuclear power plants that have experienced fuel failures shows
that fuel degradation has progressed in a manner which is controllable. The event (River Bend)
idenffied by the petitioner as evidence of the likelihood of high crud levels occurred only once
at that plant and has not been repeated there, or at any other plant in the United States.
Finally, technical specifications for monitoring of reactor coolant activity and the requirements in
10 CFR Part 20 to maintain occupational exposures as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)
have resulted in licensee operational practces for early identification of coolant activity Increase
due to crud deposits before they build to the levels postulated by the petitioner. The
Commission does not believe that the petitioner's hypothetical discussion of a mechanism
preventing early detection of abnorrnal activity levels is credible. For these reasons, the
Commission has determined that the petitioner's"enetic

have not been substantiated.

For these reasons, the Commission denies PRM-50-73 and PRM-50-73A.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this

day of

,

2003.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Annette Vietti-Cook
Secretary of the Commission
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refueling, extensive blockage of flow channels within the fuel bundles would have developed,
leading to a degradation of core cooling and compromising defen

epth. The petitioner

further stated that significant crud deposits could lead to an extensive fuel failure during fullpower operation and that the amount of failed fuel would then lead to a decision to shut down
the reactor as the inventory of radioactive material in the reactor coolant reached the limits
allowed by the technical specifications.

PRM-50-73A
The petitioner stated that §50.46 and Appendix K to Part 50 do not address the impact
of severe crud deposits on fuel bundle cooling during normal operations of a light water cooled
reactor at power. The petitoner stated that a licensed power reactor had operated with
unusually heavy crud deposits which, had they been allowed to-build, would likely have blocked
flow channels, interfered with core cooling and led to significant damage to structural
components of the core. The petitioner requested that §50.46 and Appendix K be revised to
include consideration of the impact of crud deposits on fuel bundles during normal operations.

Public Comments on the Petitions

PRM-50-73
The five letters of public comment received were opposed to this petition. Framatome
ANP did not agree that crud would collect within the core as the petitioner suggested, nor that it
would pose blockage problems. Framatome discussed the effects of crud for the sections of
the regulations addressed by the petition, and stated that for each section, the effects of crud
are adequately addressed. In Framatome's experience, typical crud formed on the surface of
fuel cladding does not have the consistency to create coolant flow blockage during either

-7rulemaking. Fuel performance and other performance measures are monitored routinely to
ensure that core evaluation models accurately reflect real conditions.

NEI stated that considerable data has'been accumulated on crud deposits .and their
impact on coolant flow propertes. The data do not support the postulated existence of
characteristics that might lead to a substantial blockage of flow. NEI believes that the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K provide an adequate mechanism for ensuring that
coolant flow and fuel performance are thoroughly monitored and maintained.

PRM 50-73A
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Of the seven letters of public comment received in response to PRM-50-73A, two were
submitted by the petitioner, and provided additional information and related technical support
for his assertions in PRM-50-73 and PRM-50-73A. The other five letters opposed the request
for rulemaking as discussed in PRM-50-73A.
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excessive crud deposition. As the licensee event report (LER 50-458/99-016-00) indicated, the
occurrence of this event was unusual and only happened once during the previous eight cycles
for this specific plant. The NRC staff has not found any other nuclear power plants that
experienced this unusually heavy crud formation. Although a thin oxidation layer appears in
almost every operating reactor, the staff considers heavy crud build up to be extremely rare.
Therefore, the probability of a large break LOCA occurring while some of the high power
bundles have severe crud deposition is lower than that of a design basis accident.

2.

The petitioner contended that if a fast moving LOCA had occurred with severe
crud deposited on some high power bundles, extensive blockage of the flow
channels within the fuel bundles would likely have developed. In addition, he
argued that during a blowdown, the redistribution of crud into any or all of several
restricted channels would result in substantial flow blockage. The petitioner
postulated that the crud would break off during a LOCA to form a blockage at the
down stream grid locations.

The operating experience relative to significant crud deposits has been that the
observed crud is powdery or fluffy. During a large-break LOCA, even f the pressure wave
breaks off some of the crud, only small solid particles are expected to be carried downstream.
No data was provided in the petiton to support the pettioner'sa
The NRC also reviewed records of li

ror crud blockage.

e ent reports and found no test data or documents

supporting the assumption that, in a(WFD the crud might break off and form a flow blockage.
Therefore, the NRC does not believe that the petitioner's concems about the flow blockage due
to crud are supported by technical or scientific data.
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SRP Section 4.4 Thermal And Hydraulic Design (11. Acceptance Criteria)

'8. The effects of SCd should be accounted for in the thermal-hydraulic design by

including it in the CHI calculations in the core or in the pressure drop throughout the
Process monitoring provisions should assure the capability for detection of a
three percent drop in the reactor coolant flow. The flow should be monitored every
24 hours.

SRP Section 4.4 Thermal And Hydraulic Design (111. Review Procedures)

"The reviewer ensures that adequate account Is taken of the effect of crud in the primary
coolant system, such as in the calculation of CHF in the core, heat transfer in the steam
generators, and pressure drop throughout the RCS.N

The NRC staff believes that these guidelines adequately address the impacts of fuel
crud on normal reactor operation and ECCS performance during a large break LOCA.

In addition, the NRC believes that the nuclear industry has strong incentives to control
crud buildup. Excessive crud formation could lead to operaton at reduced power levels or even
shutdown if coolant activity levels (suspended activated corrosion products) were to exceed
technical specifications. Reduced grid power is costly. Activated crud deposition throughout
plant systems increases dose-rate levels that would result in costly increases In worker
radiation doses. The industry is required to demonstrate efforts to maintain occupational doses
as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA). The NRC believes that incentives for optimizing
power output and minimizing occupational doses are strong. The NRC is aware that the EPRI
water chemistry guidelines that the industry follows provide effective methods to control crud

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

Mr. Robert H. Leyse
P.O. Box 2850
Sun Valley, ID 83353

SUBJECT:

PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING PRM-50-73 AND PRM-50-73A: IMPACT OF
CRUD BUILDUP ON ECCS CAPABILITY

Dear Mr. Leyse:
I am responding to your letters of September 4, 2001, and November 5, 2001, which submitted
petitions for rulemaking that asked for amendments to 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K of Part
50. Your letters contend that these regulatons, and associated guidance, are inadequate
because they do not address the effects of crud buildup during normal operations and the
effects of cnd detachment and resuspension during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) on the
capability of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS). You further state that these
inadequacies could result in overheating of the core, leading to meltdown both during a large
S4y
break LOCA and during normal operations.
The NRC published notices of receipt of PRM-50-73 on October12, 25X1 and PRM-50-73A-on
January 29, 2002. Five letters of public comment were received on,pRM-50-73, and seven
letters on PRM-50-73A. All of the letters of public comment, excepttwo that you provided on
PRM-50-73A, opposed the proposed actions. The commenters .a4t hat existing rules
require the ECCS to meet stringent performance criteria by, among other procedures,
controlling buildup of crud; that only one cycle in one plant ever had a significant crud buildup,
which was quickly observed and remediated; that concem for controling dose rates from crud
buildup and a desire to operate a plant at full power provide strong Industry incentives to control
crud; and that all safety analyses have shown that crud has not had any impact on required
thermal safety margins.
The Commission Is denying your two petitions for the following reasons. There is no apparent
safety problem. The NRC found no reports or data indicating that heavy crud buildup had ever
threatened the capability of the ECCS to manage a LOCA or that heavy crud buildup could
significantly interfere with coolant flow during normal operations. The NRC believes that the
ECCS performance criteria, along with three specific references to crud control in the Standard
Review Plan, assure that licensees will continue to address crud buildup in their analyses of
ECCS performance. The NRC belleves that specifying that crud buildup be addressed
specifically in the rules would provide little benefit and would not contribute to performance
based regulation.
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